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The Caulfield campus of the
future is shown in a model now
on display at the Staff Club. Theviewhereisovertheroofs
of B and A blocks to the
Student Union building and
Technology Tower.
The -remainder of the area
west of Queens Avenu¢ is car
parks and open space, apl:!-rt from the Staff Club and the-

Child care centre on Dandenong
Road.
Council is scheduled to
discuss calling tenders and
authorising foundation work
for the $13,000,000 Student
UniontTechnology Tcmer project
at its meeting next week.
The meeting will also rece-ive
a
statement
from
the
executives of the two staff

associations, VCSA and ASAC,
on their attitudes to the project
The two executives had a
meeting to discuss the project
in detail with the Resources
Advisory Committee, which
formulated the project proposa~
last week.
-They were due to meet this
week
to
prepare
their
response.

SSAU decision deferred for a month
Final consideration of the partiCipation and recognised the Working Party - then all
SSAU superannuation scheme there could be advantages.
eligible staff hired on or after
has been deferred for a month
The Working Party Executive that date automatically will con
to give staff more time to Officer, Staff Officer, Mr Tim tribute to the SSAU scheme.
study the proposal.
Smith, says final consideration
New membership of the two
The Chairperson of Councirs of the SSAU report was deferred present schemes, the Institute's
Staffing Committee, Ms Helen at the request of the two staff own scheme and the State
Davies, cancelled a speCial associations and Institute man scheme, will be closed off but
meeting scheduled for 30 May .agement.
present contributors will not be
which was to consider the re
The staff associations made a affected.
port of the SSAU Working Party joint approach saying they need
Present contributors to the
and formulate recommendations ed more time to consult member
Institute or State schemes will
to Council.
ship on the issue and to gauge have the option of joining SSAU,
The Working Party's report members' views.
buttheywill not have the option
along with representations from
The joint executives of the of transferring from the Instit
the two staff associations, VCSA associations have since circul ute to the State scheme or vice
~and ASAC, now are listed as the
ated a questionnaire on super versa, Mr Smith says.
first items of business at a Staff
anuation to all staff and planned
Mr Smith says he urges all
ing Committee meeting on Tues
forums on the issues.
staff to partiCipate in the staff
day 25 June.
Mr Smith says he is concerned associations' forums on the
Ifs expected proposals on
Chisholm's membership of that there appears to be some SSAU scheme.
'These meetings are critical.
SSAU will go from that meeting misapprehension amongst staff
'When Council is considering
to the July meeting of Council. about what is being considered
The question is whether the whether to participate in the
Preparatory to Staffing Comm
ittee's meeting, the Finance Institute should participate in SSAU scheme, it will be con
Committee considered the the SSAU superannuation sidering very carefully the at
SSAU Working Party's report at scheme from a date to be de titude of staff as conveyed to it
by the staff associations,' Mr
its 27 May meeting, and noted cided
that it saw no financial disad
If the Institute joins the SSAU Smith says.
va,ntage to the institute in SSAU scheme - as recommended by
The joint staff associations'

forums on SSAU will be held at
Caulfield from 12 - 1 pm and 1 2pm on Tuesday 11 June in
lecture theatre B2.18, and at
Frankston from 12 - 1 pm and
1 - 2pmonWednesday12 June
in the George Jenkins Theatre.
All four forums will be
addressed by Mr Ed Carter,
Vice-President of the Council
of Academic Staff Associations
(CASA) and Mr Robin Rieusset,
an Industrial Organiser from
VCS/{s central office.
'Both of them have been
involved in the SSAU for the
central staff association bodies
and both are very families with
all the issues,' says Ms Megan
Lilley, a member of the
Chisholm VCSA executive.
The forums will consider the
recommendation of the joint
executives
that
Chisholm
should hold off joining the
SSAU scheme until retirement
provisions are improved.
The joint staff assocation
executives have identified
retirement provisions as the

central issue of the change
over to the SSAU scheme and
feel . the SSAU provisions
should
come
closer
to
matching the proviSions of the
State scheme.
'We've organised the t ....o
forums at each campus so that
we coverthe whole lunch break
period so the maximum
number of people have the
opportunity to attend,' Ms
Lilley says.
'It is in the interest of all staff
to be there and to partiCipate in
making the decisions about
SSAU.'
The outcome of the meetings
will be conveyed to Staffing
Committee for consideration
along with the SSAU Working
Party's report.
The joi nt executives also have
appealed to staff to complete
and return the questionnaire
on supperannuation distributed
two weeks ago.
Last week, on Iy about 100
completed questionnaires had
been received
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Viewpoint - - - - - - -I

The long-awaited Blackburn Report on seco~dary education
has appeared, and a number of recommendations referred to
another committee for further consideration.
The Head of the Educational Development Unit, Dr Charles
Noble, believes the Government is
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Dithering with reform
Governments
throughout
Australia always seem to be
keen to review some aspect of
education. Presumably this is
because education, like sex, is
a subject about which most
politicians know something - or
think they do.
As an ardent student of
inquiries, I have watched
trends · come and go. A few
years ago, there was an
emphasis on transition to work.
The Williams Committee had a
go at that and the Federal
Government responded with
youth unemployment programs.
Now participation and equity
is all the rage. One can hardly
argue with the proposition that
it is desirable to increase the
proportion of young people
staying on at school. Early
leavers face a narrow range of
employment opportunities on
entering the workforce and are
likely to be plagued with job
insecurity during their working
lives.
The dilemma for governments
and educational institutions is
how to implement principles of
participation and equity within
severe budgetary constraints.
This is the context in which the
Blackburn Report is being
discussed by the Victorian
Government
Li.ke many other reports on
education,
the
Blackburn
Report has had a stormy
reception Critics have highlighted
controversial recommendations,
especially the proposal to
reduce by half the time
allocated to the teaching of
English. There has already
been a heated debate on this
proposal and on the proposed
re-structuring of the upper
secondary educational system
The negative reaction to the
report in some quarters
highlights the difficulty of
achieving Significant reforms
when consensus decision
making is used. A discussion
paper was issued by the
Ministerof Education on behalf
of the Blackburn Committee in
April 1984. Since that time,
comment has been sought
from interested individuals and
groups. The committee was
assisted in its deliberations by
three specialist working parties
Cabinet has accepted 12 of the
45 recommendations in the
report and has decided to set
up a conSUltative committee to
review the remainder.
Where does all this leave
educational reform? At this
stage, it seems likely that only
piecemeal changes will be
achieved. Much will depend on
the Victorian Curriculum and
Assessment Board which is to
be established with overall
responsibility for the develop
ment and accreditation of
curricula and for certification at
the senior secondary level.
The Board will be responsible
for the Victorian Certificate of
Education to be awarded to
students who successfully
complete prescribed units of
study. All studies presently
included in the Higher School
Certificate, the Tertiary Orient
ation Program and Technical

Year 12 will become part of the
Victorian
Certification
of
Education.
The Blackburn Report is likely
to have significant implications
for tertiary education. It has
recommended that increased
partiCipation in schooling to
the end of year 1 2 be an
underlying goal. The objective
is that, by 1995, 70 per cent of
an age group will complete
year
12
of
schooling,
compared with approximately
50 per cent at present.
If this objective is achieved,
there will be growing pressure
on funding authorities to
increase quotas for tertiary
education. This is recognised
in the State Governments
decision to urge the Common
wealth to restore the level of
funding of places in higher
education to at least 50 per
cent of year 1 2.
The introduction of the
Victorian Certificate of Education is
a welcome reform. It will bring
together a variety of options
and put an end to the present
fragmented system. In time,
students,
parents,
tertiary
institutions and employers
should have a clearer idea of
what is available in the senior
years of secondary education.
A
broadening
of
the
curriculum is promised. Students
will have access to a variety of
optional studies within each of
the major areas of artsthumanities,
science/technology and mat~
ematics. All students will be
expected to fonow at least one
three-unit sequence of study in
each of these areas.
A stronger emphasis on
mathematics education is long
overdue. The report notes that
the relevance of mathematical
concepts to all technical and
technological studies is obvious,
but statistics and a grasp of
quantitative reasoning are also
required in most areas of the
humanities, and in social and
behavioural sciences. Those
lacking such a base are at a
disadvantage in many aspects
of living.
There are compelling arguments
for broadening the curriculum
for
maths
and
science
students. Many students are
encouraged to specialise far
too early and miss the
broadening . experience of
studies in the arts and
humanities.
This will
be
rectified to some extent if the
Blackburn
proposals
are
implemented.
Chisholm's Academic Board
will be required to review its
selection policy when the
government makes its final
response. The report has given
more attention to this area than
had been anticipated in
educational circles. Eligibility
for admission to tertiary
institutions will be based on
satisfactory completion of the
requirements of the Victorian
Certificate of Education. It is
recommended that this should
include satisfactory completion
of three accredited pre
paratorystudies assessed in
equal proportions by external
examinations and externally

moderated teachers' assess
ment.
The government has accepted
the
recommendation
that
funds
from
the
Tertiary
Participation
and
Equity
Program be allocated to
tertiary institutions to assist in
developing, implementing and
evaluating alternative selection
methods. As this is a federal
responsibility, the State govern
ments decision has a hollow
ring to it and my guess is that
changes to selection will have
to be funded by the Institute.
The Blackburn Report is a
provocative contribution to the
debate on educational reform.
Unfortunately, some recom
mendations were ill-conceived
and
this
has
deflected
attention away from desirable
changes. It is to be hoped that
there will be speedy action to
implement those aspects of
the report which promise to
end public confusion about the
direction and structure of
senior secondary education,

.
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Recommendations
relevant to Chisholm
NOTE: Starred recommendations
Recommendation 23: That
have been accepted by the all studies presently included
Victorian Government
in the Higher School Certificate,
the Tertiary Orientation Program
* Recommendation 1: That and Technical Year 12 become
increased
participation
in part of the Victorian Certificate
schooling to the end of Year 12 of Education in 1987 and over
energetically be pursued with 1986 be accredited on an
the objective that by 1995, 70 interim basis.
.
per cent of an age group will * Recommendation 26: That
complete Year 12 of schooling. the Victorian Government urge
The Victorian Government the Commonwealth Government
should commit itself to the to restore the' level of places in
realisation of this target and to higher education to that
the support of changes representing at least 50 per
necessary to make it effective. cent of students enrolled in
Recommendation 10: That Year 12 in the previous year
the Victorian Curriculum and after allowance has been made
Assessment Board negotiate for mature-aged and overseas
with major providers of post students.
* Recommendation27: That
secondary courses to establish
from
the
Tertiary
agreement about the content funds
and
Equity
of studies in mathematics, PartiCipation
physics and chemistry commonly Program be allocated to
appliable to the range of institutions of hig her education
courses they offer, and to make to assist them to develop,
and
evaluate
special arrangements for any implement
additional prerequiSites for approved alternative means of
selecting students and of
'particular courses.
* Recom mendation 18.: That assisting them to complete
the
courses
a single certificate marking successfully
completion
of
secondary undertaken,
Recommendation 28: That
schooling and named the
Victorian Certificate of Education students be deemed to be .
(VCE) be introduced in Victoria eligible for admission to higher
education only if they have
in 1987.
(Q satisfactorily completed
*Recommendation 19: That the requirements for the
all
units
within
the Victorian Certificate of Educatio"
Victorian Certificate of Education as specified in Recommendation
be accredited by a central 20;
agency which should also (iQ satisfactorily completed
oversee modes of assessment three accredited preparatory
and
the
moderation
of studies assessed in equal
assessments across wider proportions
by
external
groups of students than those examinations and externally
in individual institutions.
moderated teachers' assess
Recommendation 20: That ment
the Victorian Certificate of *Recommendatlon 29: That
Education be · awarded to a
Victorian
Curriculum
students who successfully and Assessment Board be
complete twenty-four units established
with
overall
within prescribed patterns responsibility for the develop
which include sequential units, ment and accreditation of
common studies and other curricula and for certification
studies.
at the senior secondary level.

Briefly
Education
cuts
Costs in funding for the Partici
pation and Equity Program Stud
ent Assistance, and TAFE capit
al expenditure have been an
nounced recently by the Mini
ster for Educatio" Senator Susan
Ryan.
Senator Ryan said that these
cuts had been kept to a minimum
Senator Ryan said that while
education remained a high prior
ity the cuts were consistent
with the Government s broader
economic retraints which- had
affected all areas of expendit
utre.
The PEP scheme was the hard
est hit with cuts in excess of
$13 m in 1985/86, and the
planned 1986 allocation of$41
m now to be spread over two
years instead of one.

Scholarship
win
Third year ceramics student,
Ms Kathy Rindt, has been
awarded a scholarship by the
Crafts Board of the Australia
Council to attend the prestig
ious Pilchuck School in Sea
ttle, Washington.
Only two scholarships, valued
at around $5000, were awarded
to applicants from all over Aust
ralia
.
Ms Rindt will study stained
glass under internationaJly known
artists, Joachim Klos and Lutz
Haufschild, as well as painting
on glass.
She will leave in early July and
spend about six weeks in the
USA.
Mr Klaus Zimmer, Senior Le<*
urer in Ceramics, said the Pi~
chuck School enjoys a world
wide reputation in glass art and
had attracted many of the world
leading artists as instructo ·
and artists in residence.
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US experts for
imaging seminar
in July
Two of the world's leading expects it to be a success if the
experts on computer imaging warm response from major
will be speaking at a three manufacturers and suppliers of
day symposium, 'Computer computer jmaging hardware
Image
Processing',
at and software is any indication.
Chishom Caulfied in July.
They will provide a compThey are Professor Christopher rehensive equipment display
Brown, Chairman of the for the duration of the
Department
of
Computer symposium.
Scie~ University of Rochester,
The symposium is being
USA, and Professor Stephen organised
by
Chisholm's
Tanimoto, from the Department Computer Imaging
Group
of Computer Science, University which
has
carried
out
of Washington, USA.
pioneering work in the field of
Chairman 0/ the Accounting Department. Mr Darrell Mahoney (centre) with Frankston's first ou~~rness.
Professor Brown is the coimaging using microcomputers.
graduates (L to ro) David Montgomery, Sharon McDonald, David Casper, Glen Tonkes, Mark Royle,
au~or of a standard text on
The Group developed the
Tania Sydney-Smith. Absent is Kevin Ayres.
computer vision, and has made expertise to provide high
significant contributions to quality computer imaging, the
fields of computer graphics,
technique
which
enables
computer vision, scene 'analysis computers to acquire and store
and artificial intelligence.
data traditionally associated
Professor Tanimoto is an with photographs, film and
associate editor of the IEEE video, using simple, inexpensive
Transactions
on
Pattern personal computers.
Analysis and Machine Intelligence,
Commerical quality com puter
The David Syme Business firms, Price-Waterhouse and
the author of more than 60 imaging previously had been
School at Frankston has Coopers & Lybrand, in the areas
passed an important mile of business advisory services
papers on pattern recognition the sole province of mini or
and currently is writing a text main frame image processing
stone - its first graduates re and auditing.
on artificial intelligence.
systems costing $250,000 and
ceived their degrees of Another, Sharon McDonald,
One of the organisers, Dr upwards.
Bachelor of Business (Ac has become an accountant with
Peter Wells, Senior Lecturer in
The technique developed by
counting) at last month's Hewlett-Packard, and Glen
Applied Physics, says the Chisholm's Computer Imaging
Tonkes is with a firm of Public
Conferring Ceremonies.
symposium will review the Group for personal computers
Not only that, but all quickly Accountants.
subject of image processing, costs a mere $10,000.
The Library is negotiating won' prestigious jobs which will
The seventh, Kevin Ayres,
study those areas where an
Since the group ran a micro- to administer the Apple Tert
~ead them to top professional currently is travelling overseas
impact already exists and look computer imaging short course iary Buy Program for the In- careers in accounting and fin and will make his choice be
at future prospects and likely last
year,
it
has
won stitute.
ance', according to the Schoors tween offers when he returns.
commercial contracts wo~h
The Institute Librarian, Mr Principal Lecturer at Frankstol\
developments in the field.
Mr Taylor says it was partio
The symposium will al,so more than $1 00,000 and given Don Schauder, says under the Mr Dennis Taylor.
ularly pleasing that six of the
discuss educational, manage- in-house seminars for such scheme, staff, students or
He says the fact that the seven seven new graduates not only
ment and sociological aspects organisations as BHP and the departments could buy a 128K graduates were snapped up were educated at Frankston,
of computer imaging.
Patents Office in Canberra
Macintosh with Imagewriter should inspire confidence in but came from within the region
Dr Wells says although a
It has also gained industry printer and the Macwrite and the 380 undergraduates now four from Frankston itself, one
number of seminars on backing for Master of Applied Macpaint software packages studying business at Frankstol\ from Skye and the other from
computer image processing Science students carrying out for $3197 (inclusive of sales and the many secondary school Sorrento. The other came from
have been held dealing with imaging research.
tax) or $2690 (tax free).
students who will be making Beaumaris, halfway between
very
specific
fields
of
Further information about the
In addition to cheaper hard- decisions soon about whether Chisholm's two campuses.
application, this one will be the three-day symposium can be ware/software packages, a to take their business courses 'They were among the first
first in Australia to cover this obtained from the Co-ordinator special site licence would be at Caulfield or Frankston.
beneficiaries of the Frankston!
developing area in such of the Computer Imaging issued to the Institute so mem
Mr Taylor says although the Caulfield amalgamation in
breadth.
Group, Dr Charles Osborne, bers could copy Apple software staff knew the seven graduates 1982,' Mr Taylor says.
Dr Wells says although it is Chisholm Institute of Technology, at much reduced prices.
were of quality, there was a 'They had the advantage of
still too early to evaluate how PO Box 197, Caulfield East,
Mr Schauder, who was ' feeling of unease about how being able to get a business
many people will partiCipate in 3145, telephone (03) 573 founder Manager of the employers would respond to education on par with the best
.th.e_th.r.e.e_...........,;,_ _.....h.e_..2.3..4..8•._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _... Australian
Microcomputer 'the Frankston producf after without having to leave the
Industry Clearinghouse at years of being accustomed to region.
RMIT, says the library is recruiting business graduates 'If business studies had not
been available at Frankstol\
looking at the Apple Macintosh only from Caulfield.
But, Mr Taylor says, that they would have been forced to
Buy Program for two reasons.
concern was short-lived
move out of the region to be
'The library's job is to provide
Four of the graduates, Tania closer to where . they were
information to support the aca
Sydney-Smith, David Caspar, studying or travel long distances
demic work of students and Mark Royle and David Mont each day to attend lectures and
A more flexible approach to should not be directly involved staff.
gomery, were recruited by the have access to library and
policy development was cal .. in this area, but should monitor tion
'Increasingly,
suchbest
informa
big
__
_chartered
_ _ _ _accounting
_ _ _ _ _computer
_ _ _ _facilities.'
_ _ _ _ _ _ _..
is provided
and ....two
ad for in a paper prepared for progress and effectiveness.
Mr
Leary
described
the
paper
Council and tabled at the May
as the development of the coll8b
cheapest in digital form and the
meeting by the Director, Mr as being of crucial importance, library needs to make the best
orative technology course proadding
that
it
was
fundamental
Patrick Leary.
C
deals it can so both staff and
.
h TA
Ject wit
FE olleges, Mr
students have the equipment
The paper, entitled 'Policy to Chisholm's campaign for de
Leary
said.
Development at Chisholm', was clared status.
to obtain and use such electronResponse to the paper by ically published information.'
prepared by the Head of the
Issues of immediate importEducational Development Unit, members of Council centred
Secondly, Mr Schauder says
ance identified in the VPSEC
more on what it did not say he is very impressed with the
Dr Charles Noble.
report included:
The paper detailed existing rather than what it did.
.The provision of educational
Macintosh ('a powerful machine
Professor Bill Wal ker said that ...transparently easy to use') and
procedures and emphasised the
Adequate funding increases opportunities forthe disadvan
the document talked about the purchase scheme, which to meet the future needs of taged
need for Chishom to be respon
sive to a changing internal and what existed and what ought to he would like to see offered by po~secondary education are
unlikely, according to the .Increased opportunities for
be, but did not discuss ways of
external environment
school leavers who had been
. more computer companies.
It highlighted the problem of bringing the two closer.
The Equipment Advisory Comm- 1983-84 Annual Report of the · encourage to complete years
reacting to immediate issues
Mr John Ryan said the paper ittee currently is considering Victorian
Post-Secondary 11 t012 butwereunabletofind
rather than the overall effect of assumed that channels of comm
Education Commission.
taking
up
the
Apple
Tertiary
The
Director,
Mr. Patrick Leary, places in post-secondaryinstit
policy decisions on the total unication were appropriate and
Buy offer.
reported to Councirs May meet- utions.
system
adequate, which was not neco
In the meantime, Mr Schauder ing that the recently published • More places in the science,
The paper emphasised the essarily the casso
is seeking expressions of inter- report said the community ex- technology and business studies
need for extensive consultation
He called for an audit of comm
est from staff, students and pected greater flexibility and areas to further enhance the
prior to policy decisions being ication to be made so that Coun
improved performances from development of the Victorian
made but warned of the dangers cil could be assured that the departments to fill the manda
and Australian economies.
tory initial order of 20 systems. academic institutions.
of establishing a vast and rigid communication network was ad
committee system.
equate.
The commission recognised • The provision of opportun
Staff and students interested
More flexible alternatives such
All members of Council are in buying undertheschemeare that capital facilities had to be ities for those already trained
as task orientated working part
being asked to comment on the asked to contact Mr Schauder more effectively used and that to update their qualifications.
ies, task forces and project teams paper with a view to producing on 573 2157 (Caulfield) as soon staff expertise had to keep pace
• Retraining opportunities for
with changing requirements.
were to be preferred
a third section which would as possible.
Demonstrations of the Mao
The question of policy imple
Chisholm was responding to people whose existing skills were
become the basis for improv
mentation was also raised
ing the Institute's current policy intosh can be arranged at either this need, and in some cases no longer required due to
cam
leading the way in areas such changes in industry.
The paper stated that Council development practices.

DSBS Frankston's
Library
first graduates
seeking.
Apple
deal

Policy - 'flexible'
approach needed

VPSE C

warns on
f Un d·In 9
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Scholarships, grants,
awards, etc.
ECONOMICS,
BANKING .
The Robert S. McNamara
Fellowshlps- The World Bank
will be awarding fellowships for
full time work at the post-grad
uate level in fields related to
economic development and in
stitution building. Fellowships
are offered for individual or group
research topics, but are not
intended to support work lead
ing to an advanced degree.
Candidates should normally
be 35 years of age or under and
have a Maste(s degree or equiv
alent The work must be carried
out in a World Bank country
other than the Fellow's own.
Closing date: 1 December.

COMPUTING

The Australian Computer
Research Board is offering
scholarships for post-graduate
research in computer science
and engineering for 1Q86.
The scholarships are worth
$5000 per annum, have an
expected tenure of three years,
and are awarded as a supple
ment to a Commonwealth or
University
Post-Graduate
research scholarship.
Applicants must be under 25
years of age at 1 January 1986
and must expect to gain a
degree with first class honours
by the end of 1985.
Closing date for applications
is not firm yet, but can be
. expected to be about the end
of August
.

and one year for MSc students,
provide stipends of $5000
per annum for those already
receiving a Commonwealth of
University award, or '$11 ,500
for those not receiving such an
award.
.
Applications close on 22
September.
Post-doctoral: Scientists or
engineers who have completed
their PhD and preferably are
under 30 years of age can
apply for the Post-doctoral
Fellowship. It is offered for two
years, provides a stipend of
between $25,000 and $28,000
and a research equipment
grant of $20,000, and may be
taken at an Australian tertiary
institution or an approved
research laboratory or industrial
laboratory.
Applications close on 28
September.

US STUDY

Harkness Fellowships Awards,
for 1986 - Four fellowships for
study and travel in the United
States are offered. Candidacy
is open to men and women in
any profession or field of study
who are over 21, and preferably
Tele-educatlon, which would
under 36 years of age on 1
mean
revolutionary changes
September 1986.
in
the
mode of delivery and
Candidates must have a degree
or an equivalent qualification organisation of tertiary ed
conferred by a professional ucation, will be a major topic
body, or an outstanding record at this month's meeting of
of achievement ill the creative Council.
Dr Trevor Pearcey has been
arts, journalism or other com
. invited to provide a detailed
parable careers.
briefing on his report on tele
Applications close on 31
education which recommends
August 1985.
GOWRIE TRUST
that Chisholm set up a pilot
project in this field
MUSIC
SCHOLARSHIPS
He argues in his report that
The Gowrie ~cholarship
COMPOSITION
tele-education
must come to
Trust
Fund
IS
inviting
The Adolf Spivakovsky
Australia
because
of its cost
applications for undergraduate
Scholarship - A prize of $2,000 efficiency; there is no way that
and .post-graduate scholarships
will be awarded to the wi n ner of projected increases in student
from those who were members
the Commonwealth-wide com
enrolments could be handled
of the armed forces in combat
petition in music. The comp
by
conventional methods.
areas in World War II or their
osition must be a new work, not
Also
present will be Dr Grahm
descendants.
previously performed, of an ex
Trevaskis, Associate Director
The undergraduate scholar
perimental nature.
(Administrative and Education
ships are worth $250 per
ClOSing date: 19 August.
al Services), who has just re
annum for the duration of the
turned from overseas where he
course,
while
the
post
CANCER
saw tele-education systems in
graduate research scholarships
Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria operation in the USA and else. . provide $3500 - $4500 per - Applications are invited for
where.
.
annum for two years, with the
Grants-in-Aid to support research
The Director, Mr Patrick Leary,
. possibility of extension.
at both fundamental and clin
told the May Council meeting
Applications close on 30
ical levels in Victoria during
he also hoped to have responses
. September for the undergraduate
1986 into the causes, preven
to Dr Pearcey's report and the
. scholarships and 31 October
tion or treatment of cancer.
Chisholm pilot project proposed
for the post-graduate scholar
Closing date: 1 July..
from the Federal authorities,
ships.
the Commonwealth Tertiary Ed
COMMUNICATIONS
US/UK TRAVEL
ucation Commission (CTEq and
ELECTRON ICS
English-Speaking
Union the Advanced Education Coun
(Victorian
Branch)
A cil (AEC).
The Australian Telecom
munications and Electronics scholarship of at least $1,000
Mr Leary told Council's May
is offered to persons who are meeting that the system proResearch Board (formerly
going to travel overseas to the
Radio Research Board) is
posedaby
Drsystem
Pearcey
in
United Kingdom or the United clude
offering assistance to Post
dual
ofwould
videotex
States to further their studies supported by tele-videoconfer
graduate and Post-doctoral
or work experience.
researchers. The awards are to
ence facilities.
The Scholarship is open to
begin in 1986.
Students wou Id be able to use
Post-Graduate: Applicants Australian citizens who will be the standard telephone network
no less than 21 years old and and their television set equipped
must have or expect to gain in
no more than 35 on 30 June with an adaptor and a keypad
1985 a first class honours
1985. This is not an academic or keyboard to gain access to
degree or equivalent and be
but
a
travelling course material from their own
under25 yearsoldat1 January award,
1986. The scholarships, for scholarship.
homes or local study centres.
Applications close 30 June.
three years for PhD researchers
Any tertiary institution could
be the information provider of
subject or course material, lit
erature search and information
This concept of home base
andlor local centres provided
the advantages of increased
access to tertiary education,
reduced travelling time for stud
ents and a reduction in the
enormous capital cost of ac
commodating students at central
institutions.
Funding for the pilot study
A block, Level 2
A block, Level 1 was
the major hurdle to over1i!!ii!iiii!i!iii!iii!i!i!!!!!!!i!!iii!ial!l!!!iiiiiiiiiiii!ii!!iii!iiiiiii!i!ii!i!!!ii!ii!!iiii_&!i!!!!1 come, M r Leary s~id

Pearcey recommends pilot
tele-education scheme

CITSU BOOKSHOP

.'

ofArt and Design's major exhibition at the World Trade Centre last month - thejirst
by all three Departments, Fine Art, Graphic Design and Ceramic Design. for 10

Superior purveyors of fine texts,
general reading an.d stationery.,

Caulfield

'·'Frankston

Council member, Mr Bill Mort
on, told the meeting that be
cause of the lack of funds avail
able for tertiary education
generally, he could not see the
Federal Government spending
anything on the development
of the new, hi-tech approach.
But the President of CounCil,

Dr Clive Coogan, took the cont
rary view.
He thought the Federal auth
orities would support this de
velopment whether at Chisholm
or elsewhere, because it had
the potential to offer major sav
ings in the future throughout
the tertiary education system.

..--WHA T'S DN---'
SSAU Forums

Organised by VCSA and
ASAC to consider the recom
mendation from the joint
executives
that
Chisholm
should not jOin the SSAU
superannuation scheme until
retirement benefits are improved.
Caulfield: Tuesday 11 June,
12-1 pm and 1-2pm in B2.18.
Frankston: Wednesday 12
June, 12-1pm and 1-2pm,
George Jenkins Theatre.
All VCSA and ASAC members
are urged to attend.

Staff Club
FREE
LUNCHES
every
Wednesday.... thafs the
scheme the Staff Club has
come up with to encourage
members to make greater use
of the club facilities on
Caulfield campus.
.
Staff Club members just have
to turn up ... with their

medallions to make sure
entrance is not denied
ANNUAL GENERAL MEET
ING: the Executive is inviting
suggestions as to what social
activities should be held after
the forthcoming Annual General
Meeting.
At this stage it is planned for
some time in July.
EVENING MEALS: lack of
response to the Staff Club to
provide evening meals for staff
who work in the evenings led to
this service being stopped.
However,
the
Executive
would like to hear from anyone
who wants it resumed
COFFEE SHOP: .now winter
is here, the barbecues outside
the Coffee Shop are out, hot
casseroles and soups served
inside are being offered
instead.
Throughout the winter, the
Coffee Shop will open until
8.30 in the evening.
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HOUSING

FOR RENT New three bedroom
house with all conveniences, in In
verloch, right on the beach, avail
able for rent for weeks or weekends.
Only 1Y2 hours from Chisholm C0n
tact Darrell Mahoney, Caulfield
2314.
FOR SALE Recently renovated two
bedroom home unit, Chadstone area,
close to shopping centre and rail
way station $58,000. Contact Bryan
Kimbley, Caulfield 2290.

FOR SALE
SHARP PORTABLE TV, 14 inch,
brand new, in sealed carton, $325.
Contact Elaine. Caulfield 2341.
SEIKO DATA 2000 digital watch
with keyboard and instructions.
Excellent condition, only a few
months old $100. Contact Geoff
Hosegood, Central Registry, Cau~
field 2198.
VALIANT VC REGAL 1967: Inter
ior good Needs some paint, but

Published by Chisholm Institute of Technology, 900 Dandenong Road, CaOlfled East 3145
Reglotered by Auot...11a Poet Publication No VBG 6449

mechanically sound RWC supplied
$450 ONO. Contact Mark Lawrence,
David Syme Business School, or
ring 787 1862 (AH).
Classlfleds In the Gazette are
free. Send your advertisements
to the Public Relations Office,
C1.08, Caulfield campus.
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GAZETTE
DEADLINE
Deadline for advertise
ments or editoral copy for
the next Gazette is Tue&
day 11 June. Forward copy
to the Public Relations
Office, C1.08, Caulfield
campus, or phone Caulfield
2099.
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